Algorithm for Educational Observation Program

Individual Interested in UCHealth for an Educational Experience

What is Background of Interested Individual?

- Enrolled in a formal Healthcare program; desires clinical rotation
  - Contact Professional Resources Director
  - A formal affiliation contract will be generated
  - Refer to the Student Affiliation Policy

- Works for a Clinical Healthcare agency; needs a competency-based skill update
  - Contact Professional Resources Director
  - A formal affiliation contract will be generated
  - Refer to the Student Affiliation Policy

- Physician interested in a clinical experience at UCH
  - Contact appropriate School of Medicine Department, UCH Medical Staff Office to obtain visiting privileges
  - MD must complete the Authorization to Use or Release Patient Information Form for Guest Visitors

- Interested in a Healthcare career
  - 18 years or older?
  - Short-term experience?
  - Must have sponsor from faculty or UCH
  - If the answer to all above is YES, the individual is eligible for EOP program
  - Contact the Volunteers Office
  - Consult EOP (Shadowing) on The Source

- Desires more than a 1-to-2 day experience
  - Option: Become a volunteer for a minimum of 100 hours
  - Contact the UCH Volunteers Office

- Individual under 18 years of age
  - Become a teen volunteer

- Public Group interested in UCH?
  - Contact UCH Volunteers Office to sign up for a public tour of the facility.

- Special Programs
  - Campus and Hospital participate in formal student programs
  - Rural Health Scholars Program offered through SoM and UCH
  - Program participants receive orientation to the facility, HIPAA, and follow EOP requirements.